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Abstract. This article presents the central algorithm of an open system
for grammar checking, based on deep parsing. The grammatical speci-
fication is a context-free grammar with flat feature structures. After a
shared-forest analysis where feature agreement constraints are relaxed,
error detection globally minimizes the number of corrections and alter-
native correct sentences are automatically proposed.
1 Introduction
Grammar checkers are among the most common NLP technologies used by the
general public. Yet they have attracted comparatively little research, at least
w.r.t. the number of publications. There are most likely various reasons for this.
First, from a practical point of view, the systems appear to be highly dependent
on the language they correct. In addition, a large part of grammatical definitions
is a collection of idiosyncratic errors, that may depend on the language of the
user and his level of knowledge. This task is difficult to automate due to the
unavailability of large error corpora. Finally, the usefulness of such a system
relies heavily on its integration into a word processor, and a grammar checker
can easily be made available to the public only since the rise of OpenOffice. It
is now conceivable that a research community form around grammar checking,
openly sharing resources and results, just as in other areas of NLP. There may
also be deeper reasons: linguistics has taken a long time to define itself as a
science of the language that is actually spoken, and normativity is no longer at
the center of interest, although some research on deviations from the norm (in
sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, lexicology, or in research on foreign language
teaching) can have an indirect interest for the development of error grammars.
After showing the necessity for quality grammar checking based on deep syn-
tactic analysis, as opposed to the frequently used superficial and local grammars,
we present the algorithm at the heart of our system. We show how to detect,
locate, and order minimal correction proposals, using a tweaked-up context free
grammar parser. This is the central module of the open grammar checker that
we are developing, using, for the moment, a French grammar, that is also used
here for illustration purposes.
2 How to check grammars
A grammar checker has two main functions:
– It notifies the user of possibly incorrect sentences (or fragments).
– It proposes corrections, possibly with a “linguistic” explanation of the error.
In practice, additional properties also are desirable:
– It should be fast: checking should be perform as the user types.
– It should minimise noise: too many false alarms would make it unusable.
– It should minimise silence: only few errors should remain unnoticed.
2.1 Minimal correction cost
Uszkoreit, quoted in [1], distinguishes 4 steps in the grammar correction process:
(1) identification of possibly ungrammatical segments, (2) identification of the
possibly infringed constraints, (3) identification of the possible source of the
error, and (4) construction and ordering of the correct alternatives.
In this paper, we focus on this last point. The problem is to find alternative
correct sentences in the neighborhood of an incorrect sentence and to order them
by plausibility. We show how to model the plausibility of a correction in terms
of its minimal correction cost.
The notion of minimality of a proposed correction is non trivial and different
definitions can be given. Consider the following example, keeping in mind that
French has an agreement in gender and number between the subject and the
predicative adjective:
Example 1.
(a) * Les cheval blanc sont arrogants.
The-〈plur,masc/fem〉 horse-〈sing,masc〉 white-〈sing,masc〉 are-〈plur,3rd per-
son〉 arrogant-〈plur,masc〉
(b) Le cheval blanc est arrogant.
The-〈sing,masc〉 horse-〈sing,masc〉 white-〈sing,masc〉 is-〈sing,3rd person〉
arrogant-〈sing,masc〉
(c) Les chevaux blancs sont arrogants.
The-〈plur,masc/fem〉 horses-〈plur,masc〉 white-〈plur,masc〉 are-〈plur,3rd per-
son〉 arrogant-〈plur,masc〉
With a local decision principle, the subject noun phrase “les cheval blanc”
has a best correction with a singular determiner (“le” instead of “les”). For the
whole sentence, we end up with 3 singular words and 2 plural words, which tips
the balance towards correction (b). With a global decision principle, however,
we started out with 5 words that needed number agreement: 3 are plural, 2 are
singular. The optimal correction, minimal in the number of words to change,
is therefore (c). This shows that the correction is best taken globally, as local
decisions can imply iterative suboptimal proposals.
Two proximity models allow for plausible corrections: we can count the num-
ber of words to be changed, or the number of features to be changed. Although
the two approaches often agree, they are incomparable:
Example 2.
(a) * C’est une histoire de cliente arrivée mécontent mais repartis satisfaits.
It is a story of client-〈sing,fem〉 arrived-〈sing,fem〉 unhappy-〈sing,masc〉 but
left-〈plur,masc〉 satisfied-〈plur,masc〉
(b) C’est une histoire de client arrivé mécontent mais reparti satisfait.
It is a story of client-〈sing,masc〉 arrived-〈sing,masc〉 unhappy-〈sing,masc〉
but left-〈plur,masc〉 satisfied-〈plur,masc〉
(c) C’est une histoire de cliente arrivée mécontente mais repartie satisfaite.
It is a story of client-〈sing,fem〉 arrived-〈sing,fem〉 unhappy-〈sing,fem〉 but
left-〈sing,fem〉 satisfied-〈sing,fem〉
(d) C’est une histoire de clients arrivés mécontents mais repartis satisfaits.
It is a story of client-〈plur,masc〉 arrived-〈plur,masc〉 unhappy-〈plur,masc〉
but left-〈plur,masc〉 satisfied-〈plur,masc〉
“It’s a story of client(s) that came in unhappy but that left satisfied.”
In (a), the “client” noun phrase is rather masculine, 3 votes against 2, and
rather singular, equally 3 votes against 2. Minimizing the number of features to
correct affects 4 occurrences of features and 4 words (b). But two alternatives are
more economical w.r.t. the number of corrected words: (c) and (d) both correct
5 features but only 3 words. Our algorithm chooses the minimization of features
to correct, that seem more plausible from a “cognitive” point of view. Moreover,
the word minimization choice can be encoded in our algorithm as well.
2.2 Positive grammar vs negative grammar
We can identify incorrect sentences with a positive grammar, generating all gram-
matical sentences, or with a negative grammar, describing ungrammaticalities.
However, we believe that a complete grammar checker actually needs both a
positive and a negative grammar, for different types of error detection. The global
structure of the sentence and the agreement phenomena is easier to described
positively, because there are more ungrammatical variations than grammatical
structures and agreement possibilities. Yet, other types of errors do not integrate
as easily into a positive grammar. Common stylistic errors like barbarisms (e.g.,
the Gallicism ‘to assist to a meeting’) or pleonasms (e.g., ‘free gift’) are much
more easily detected negatively by specific rules.
This separation in two types of grammars can also be motivated from linguis-
tic or engineering standpoints: the positive grammar describes the basic general
language properties, that are independent of the speaker, whereas the negative
grammar can be adapted for the user of the system, e.g., to detect false cognates
that are specific to a language pair (e.g., ‘affair’ vs “affaire”).
Although we currently only support a positive grammar, we plan to support
a negative grammar as well, which would be based on deep syntactic information
gathered during the (relaxed) positive grammar parsing.
2.3 Shallow and deep parsing
Grammar checking can be done with a variety of tools: part-of-speech tagging,
chunking, regular expressions, unification grammars, and so on. The more an
analysis is superficial, the more it is prone to noise and silence — not only
because syntactic information is partial, but also because these tools have a
high error rate on whole sentences. Shallow parsing is thus confined to negative
grammars, where rule locality reduces these effects [2].
Most grammar checkers (e.g., for French: Antidote, Cordial, Microsoft Office,
and Prolexis) are commercial products whose functioning is opaque. Although
the parsing depth can sometime be known or guessed, the actual computation
remains undisclosed. LanguageTool [3] is one of the few open grammar checkers,
integrated in the upcoming version of OpenOffice (3.1). The grammar correction
infrastructure is based on a part-of-speech tagger and on local rules built with
regular expressions. More than 1600 rules are available for French. Consider:
Example 3.
a * Le chien de mes voisins mordent.
The dog of my neighbors bite.
b Les voitures qu’il a font du bruit.
The cars that he has make noise.
With its local rules, LanguageTool remains silent on (a) and detects two false
errors in (b). Microsoft Office [4], which seemingly makes a deeper analysis, flags
the error in (a), but asks, wrongly, to replace “font” (‘make’) by “fait” (‘made’)
in (b). In order to verify the global structure and the (possibly long-distance)
agreements, we cannot do without a deep and complete analysis of the sentence.
In the rest of this article, we describe the deep parsing as well as the error
detection and correction which form the central part of our grammar checker.
3 Positive error parsing and correction
In short, the correction process of our checker is as follows. A sentence is first
segmented into a lattice of inflected forms, i.e., a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
with unique initial and final nodes, to which we add extra lemmas representing
plausible substitutions (e.g., homophones). Figure 1a shows a simple DAG pro-
duced by the the lexical analysis. In French, “pomme de terre” and “terre cuite”
are idioms (‘potato’ and ‘terracotta’) as well as phrases (‘apple of earth’ and
‘cooked earth’). Besides, the lexer also gives two analyses to words like “du”: as
a partitive determiner and as a contraction of the preposition “de” (‘of’) and the
definite determiner “le” (‘the’).
The parser then constructs a shared forest of analyses ignoring agreement
phenomena. Next, a bottom-up pass through the forest attributes to alternative
parses the cost of the minimal correction that satisfy the agreements, by mod-
ifying features or of using substituted lemmas. A sentence that has a minimal
cost of zero is grammatical; otherwise, it is ungrammatical and a top-down pass
determines the inflections and substitutions that reconstruct correct sentences.
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(a) Word lattice for “pomme de terre cuite”
(b) Shared forest for “Le chien de
mes voisins qui hurle” ‘The dog of
my neighbours that howls’
Fig. 1. Examples of lexical and syntactic analyses
3.1 Lexical correction
The notion of proximity significantly applies to word level: the lexicon has to
define what forms can correct others and at what price.
A first type of corrections is based on inflection, i.e., different word forms of
the same lemma, e.g., “jolie” (‘pretty’-〈fem〉) for “joli” (‘pretty’-〈masc〉). But not
all features may vary freely, e.g., we can get the plural form of “crayon” (‘pencil’-
〈sing,masc〉) but we cannot make it feminine; it somehow has an infinite cost.
A second type of corrections corresponds to plausible substitutions of lem-
mas, in particular homophones: “on” (‘one’) / “ont” (‘have’), “est” (‘is’) / “ait”
(‘has’) / “ai” (‘have’), “à” (‘to’) / “a” (‘has’), etc. As categories vary in this case,
contrary to the previous situation with inflection, the parsing of these corrections
adds additional alternative analyses, adding to the complexity of the overall pro-
cess. The addition of such alternative lemmas therefore has to be done carefully.
Such corrections might first seem as an intrusion on the field of negative
grammars, but the integration of similar lemmas is coherent with our goal: we
want to include in the neighborhood of correct sentences (positive grammar)
the most plausible incorrect corresponding sentences. Besides, the choice of the
grouping of words under the same lemma is to a certain extent dependent on
linguistic and theoretical considerations. For example, the frequently confused
relative pronouns “que” (‘which’-〈accusative〉) and “dont” (‘of which’-〈genitive〉)
can be seen either as different lemmas, or as a common pronoun lemma with
different values for the case feature.
At the border between positive and negative grammar, we use a similar pro-
cedure for prepositions that are complements of verbs: we encode frequently sub-
categorized prepositions (“à”, “de”, “par”, ...) as variations governed by a feature.
Alternatively, we could have placed the detection of theses cases in the negative
grammar. The choice between the two grammars depends on the difficulty to
describe the possible error. Also, an advantage of expressing a phenomenon in
the positive grammar is to automatically provide correction proposals.
For the positive grammar that we discuss here, the correction cost can depend
on the type of lemma, on the type of forms, and may even be user-specific. It
constitutes an independent resource. We thus have three lexical resources4:
– a classical inflectional lexicon, containing the lemmas, their word forms and
their features constraints,
– a substitution lexicon, listing substitution groups of different lemmas/forms,
– a model of proximity, associating substitution costs to features and lemmas.
Our inflectional lexicon has the following extensional format:
# Form Lemma Categories and features
heureux heureux adj[gen=masc; nb=sing,plur]
portions portion nc[gen=fem!; nb=plur]
portions porter v[pers=1; nb=plur; mode=ind,subj; tps=imp]
In the case of different lemmas sharing the same form, we have an entry for
each lemma. For each feature, a status concerning its possible values has to be
provided: a value is either prescribed (i.e., compliant with the inflected form,
thus assignable at a null cost), plausible (not covered by the inflected form
but assignable to reach an agreement, at a non-null cost), or forbidden (not
assignable, or equivalently, assignable at an infinite cost). These assignments
4 Not counting a separate definition of features, shared by the lexicon and grammar.
constraints are specified by a list of values. By default all mentioned values are
prescribed. The mark “!” forbids values other than those that are listed5. This
syntax is light weight and furthermore allows for an easy static recognition of
incoherence in the lexicon w.r.t. the feature definitions.
To a large extent, these kinds of lexicons can be build automatically [5],
which is valuable for languages that are poor in free resources. In fact, our
French lexicon is compiled from the Lefff, the free lexicon of French inflected
forms, which was built on this basis. Our substitution lexicon, containing sub-
stitutable lemmas as “on|ont” or “a|à”, stems mainly from the homophones of
the Lexique 3 [6]. The lexer systematically introduces these forms as alternatives
into the lexical lattice before parsing.
Work in progress concerns a parameterizing tool for the cost model, including
feature-dependant and substitution costs, as well as an extension based on a
kind of Levenshtein distance to possibly balance correction costs according to
lexicographic proximity. Presently, the cost model is a simple ad hoc program
attributing costs following a fixed scheme: prescribed values have a cost of zero;
plausible values have a cost of 1; and forbidden values have an infinite cost.
Substitutions, too, currently have a cost of 1. Contrary to other feature value
assignments, this cost has to be paid as soon as the corresponding alternative is
chosen. This can be modeled by an additional implicit feature, here named “$”,
with only one possible value: it thus always has to be assigned. N.B. All these
arbitrary values are to be adjusted by a practical evaluation of the grammar.
Currently, most systems make spelling correction and grammar checking sep-
arate. The user’s best strategy is to correct spelling first. Our correction scheme
allows a tighter integration of a spell checker and a grammar checker: correction
proposals for unknown words can be added into in the lattice built by the lexer.
A single operation can then correct wrong inflections like “chevals” (an imagin-
able but wrong plural form of “cheval” (‘horse’), the correct plural form being
“chevaux”) or “faisez” (an imaginable but wrong second person plural form of
“faire” (‘to do’), the correct form being “faites”).
3.2 The principle of constraint relaxation
The notion of proximity for the correction of an ungrammatical sentence is sub-
jective. The hypothesis that we make is that the proximity can be modeled
with a positive grammar in which we relax some constraints. We thus obtain
more analyses of the input sentence, and a cost assignment for the unsatisfied
constraints measures the proximity to a correct sentence.
For most constraint-based formalisms, experiments have been done on con-
straint relaxations. Some formalisms as Property Grammars [7] even consider it
as a key point of their approach. This idea also has been applied to HPSG [8]. And
error ranking can be refined using weights representing feature importance [9].
For parsers of simpler grammars, constraint relaxation also has proved robust.
5 Marks “?” and “#” (not exemplified here) identify respectively plausible and forbid-
den values, allowing more explicit or finer specifications.
Real-time grammar checking requires simple and efficient parsing mecha-
nisms. Our system for parsing with constraint relaxation is based on a well
known formalism: we use a feature-based context-free grammar, the features
being flat and with finite values. Here is a simplified example of a rule:
sn[nb=N;gen=G;pers=3] -> det[nb=N;gen=G] sadj[nb=N;gen=G;
type=anté]* nc[nb=N;gen=G] sadj[nb=N;gen=G;type=post]*
pp[]? rel[nb=N; gen=G]? ;
We relax the agreement constraints related to features, but impose that the
sentence be parsable by the bare (feature-free) context-free grammar; the correc-
tion cost computations are then performed on the context-free backbone. Note
that the grammar can also be specifically written to relax some requirements
and accept incorrect phrases with simple cases of structural incoherence, e.g.,
considering as grammar axioms not only sentences but also a few given phrases,
or making some terms optional. Moreover, as explained earlier, we systematically
add paths into the lexical lattice for words that are closed to the actual input
words (homophones or words that are often mistaken one for another).
We keep all structural ambiguities of our context-free analysis in a shared
forest [10], using a variant of an Earley parser [11] that can directly handle
Kleene stars and optional terms. The complexity is the same as for standard
Earley parsing: the worst case complexity is cubic in the length of the input
sentence. An example of such a shared parsing forest is given in figure 1b.
Moreover, our parser considers each word of a sentence as a potential starting
point of the grammar axiom. We thus can construct partial analyses even for
sentences and phrases that do not have a global analysis in our grammar, and
flag local feature agreement errors in noun phrases, verb clusters, etc. This not
only is useful for robustness, but also to signal meaningful errors even with a
grammar with limited coverage.
We end up with two types of grammatical errors: structural errors (for which
we do not find a single constituent structure) and non structural errors (for
which unification fails) [12]. Note that adding an alternative to the substitution
lexicon can transform a structural error into a non structural error. We can even
manage to handle certain word order constraints by means of additional features
and lemmas, e.g., for the anteposition and postposition of adjectives.
4 Signaling Errors
The text to analyze is assumed to be segmented into individual sentences6. As
explained above, each such sentence is itself segmented by a lexer that constructs
a lattice of inflected word-forms. Alternatives in this lattice are due to lexical
ambiguities (including compounds) as well as possible word substitutions.
Parsing this lattice then constructs a shared forest of parse trees (see fig-
ure 1b). Features are entirely ignored at this stage; we only build the derivation
6 Splitting heuristics based on punctuation provide a reasonable segmentation. We are
studying a more robust technique that would exploit the fact that our parser is able
to work on a stream of characters.
trees of the context-free skeleton of the grammar, with sharing. The resulting
parse forest can be represented by a finite number of equations, that belong to
one of the following three types:
– f = {t1, . . . , tm} is a forest of m alternative trees, each tree being associated
to the same non-terminal in the grammar.
– t = ρ(f1, . . . , fn) is the node of a tree, constructed using grammatical rule ρ,
where n is the number of terms used in the right-hand side of ρ. (The num-
ber n refers to a rule instance, taking into account variants due to the option
sign ? and the Kleene star *.)
– t = l is a leaf node, constructed using lexical entry l.
The parser puts up with infinite analyses, as may occur (unwittingly) with
rules such as “np -> np pp?”. In this case, it generates cycles in the forest, that
can be easily removed. For what follows, the forest is assumed to be a lattice.
4.1 Error Mining
Looking for errors requires traversing the parse forest to determine parse alter-
natives with minimum correction costs. A forest that contains a rooted tree with
a null correction cost is considered as error free. Otherwise, plausible corrections
associated to the parse alternatives are ranked according to their cost.
A correction is represented as a feature assignment α = (uϕ)ϕ∈Φ such that:
– Φ is a set of features that each can be assigned a value.
– For each feature ϕ ∈ Φ, uϕ ∈ Dom(ϕ) is a feature value.
A feature assignment example is α = (gender 7→ masc, number 7→ pl). Moreover,
a feature assignment cost κ = (cϕ)ϕ∈Φ is a family of cost functions such that:
– cϕ : Dom(ϕ) → N ∪ {∞} associates an cost cϕ(uϕ) to a feature value uϕ.
An example of a feature assignment cost for a masculine singular adjective is κ =
(gender 7→ (masc 7→ 0, fem 7→ 1), number 7→ (sg 7→ 0, pl 7→ 1)). An infinite cost
corresponds to an impossible feature assignment, such as imposing the masculine
gender to ‘mother’ or, in French, imposing a feminine gender to “crayon” (‘pen’).
Last, to perform the feature assignment α = (uϕ)ϕ∈Φ with the feature assign-
ment cost κ = (cϕ)ϕ∈Φ has a total cost of κ(α) =
∑
ϕ∈Φ cϕ(uϕ). For instance,
with α and κ as defined above, the total cost is κ(α) = 0 + 1 = 1.
To look for corrections in the forest and rank them, we investigate the feature
assignment costs of parse alternatives. There can be an exponential number of
such alternatives (w.r.t. the sentence length). In the rest of this subsection,
we consider that we scan all these alternatives; in the following subsection, we
show how to reduce and control this potential combinatorial explosion. Still,
even though we examine each alternative, we exploit the sharing in the forest to
factorize the computation of alternative feature assignment costs.
For each node t or forest f in the parse structure, we compute a set of feature
assignment costs (κi)i∈I = ((ci,ϕ)ϕ∈Φi)i∈I representing the set of minimum costs
for using t or f in an alternative parse i, for the different feature assignments.
This computation operates bottom-up (from leafs to the roots) as follows7.
(a) Let t = l = s[ϕ = ...]ϕ∈Φ be a leaf in the parse forest. It represents a single
alternative. Its feature assignment cost (cϕ)ϕ∈Φ is defined by the cost model
(cf. §3.1).
(b) Let f = (ti)i∈I be a forest. Each alternative i is itself based on parse alter-
natives j ∈ Ji, whose feature assignment costs are ((ci,j,ϕ)ϕ∈Φi,j )j∈Ji . The
alternative feature assignment costs for f are thus ((ci,j,ϕ)ϕ∈Φi,j )i∈I,j∈Ji ,
i.e., the set union of all alternative costs. (No global decision regarding as-
signment costs can be taken at this stage.)
(c) Let t = ρ(fi)i∈I be a node built on the grammar rule ρ, ((ci,j,ϕ)ϕ∈Φi,j )j∈Ji
be the alternative feature assignment costs of forests fi, c0[ϕ = x0,ϕ]ϕ∈Φ0
be the left-hand side of the instance of ρ, and ci[ϕ = xi,ϕ]ϕ∈Φi be the term
corresponding to fi in the right-hand side of ρ.
1. For each forest fi and each alternative cost (ci,j,ϕ)ϕ∈Φi,j in fi, we rule
on features ϕ ∈ Φi,j that are not propagated in ρ for lack of equations
of the form “ϕ = x” in ci[...]. The minimum assignment cost of such a
feature ϕ, for this alternative (i, j), is min(ci,j,ϕ) = minu∈Dom(ϕ) ci,j,ϕ(u).
E.g., with cost κ as above, we have min(cnumber) = min(0, 1) =0.
As it is not possible to rule on propagated features, as going up the
forest may add new constraints, it is not yet possible to tell which alter-
native costs less. The minimum assignment cost min(ci,j,ϕ) must thus be
preserved for when the other features of alternative (i, j) are evaluated.
For this, we use the special feature named $ (that is also used in the sub-
stitution lexicon, cf. §3.1), that we systematically propagate up the for-
est: the $ feature is implicitly considered as present at each non-terminal
occurrence, associated with the same feature variable, named x$. In other
words, each rule s0[...] → s1[...] . . . sn[...] actually represents the rule
s0[...; $ = x$] → s1[...; $ = x$] . . . sn[...; $ = x$]. For the rest of the com-
putations, ruling on non-propagated features amounts to replacing each
feature assignment cost (ci,j,ϕ)ϕ∈Φi,j by (c
′
i,j,ϕ)ϕ∈Φ′i,j where:
• The set of propagated features of alternative (i, j) is: Φ′i,j = Φi,j∩Φi.
• The set of non-propagated features of alternative (i, j) is: Φi,j \ Φi.
• For propagated features ϕ ∈ Φ′i,j , except $, we have c
′
i,j,ϕ = ci,j,ϕ.
• Feature $ accumulates the minimum costs of non-propagated features
of alternative (i, j): c′
i,j,$ = ci,j,$ +
∑
ϕ∈Φi,j\Φi
min(ci,j,ϕ).
7 For lack of space, we do not describe here the treatment of a number of grammar
constructs: filtering (equivalent to =c in LFG), constant equality constraint (“ϕ = v”
in the left- or right-hand side of a rule), joint constant and variable equality constraint
(written “ϕ = x & v)”. The “ϕ = x” case, that we describe here, is at the heart of
the minimal correction algorithm.
2. We then construct the agreement cost of the variables of rule ρ. We con-
sider each alternative ̄ = (ji)i∈I ∈ J̄ =
∏
i∈I Ji, i.e., all combinations of
an alternative from each forest fi. (See §4.2 for combinatorial reduction.)
For each feature variable x, whose value domain is Dom(x), in the set Xr
of feature variables occurring on the right-hand side of ρ, we define a cost
function cx : Dom(x) → N ∪ {∞} that represents the sum of the feature
assignment costs that are associated to x in the different alternatives ji
in which x occurs in si[. . . ]. In other words, let Φ
x
i be the set of features
ϕ ∈ Φi such that xi,ϕ = x. Then c̄,x =
∑
i∈I, ϕ∈Φx
i
∩Φ′
i,ji
c′i,ji,ϕ.
This sum of functions only concerns features that are both present in
si[...] and fi. A feature that is present in si[...] but not in fi, i.e., in
Φi \ Φi,ji , is implicitly considered as having a null cost function. The
computation of assignment costs (c̄,x)x∈Xr can be implemented using
side effects, with a single traversal of the costs functions of alternative ̄.
3. Finally, for each cost (c̄,x)x∈Xr of an alternative ̄ ∈ J̄ , which somehow
represents an alternative instance of the right-hand side of ρ, we con-
struct the feature assignment cost corresponding to the left-hand side.
Given that some variables on the right-hand side (in Xr) are not neces-
sarily present in the left-hand side (in X0), some feature assignment costs
are not propagated at this stage either. As above, they are accumulated
in feature $. Besides, if a variable is only present in the left-hand side,
it is useless to propagate the corresponding feature. (Alternatively, it is
possible to consider the associated cost function as null.)
More formally, the feature assignment cost constructed for the left-hand
side s0[...] of ρ, corresponding to alternative ̄, is (c
′
̄,ϕ)ϕ∈Φ′0 where:
• The propagated features are the feature on the left-hand side, except
for the features that are associated to a variable that does not occur
on the right-hand side, but including feature $: Φ′0 = {ϕ ∈ Φ0 |
x0,ϕ /∈ Xr} ∪ {$}.
• For each propagated feature ϕ ∈ Φ′0 besides $, the alternative cost
for the corresponding variable x0,ϕ is propagated: c
′
̄,ϕ = c̄,x0,ϕ .
• Feature $ accumulates the minimum costs of the feature variables
that are not propagated from the right-hand side to the left-hand
side: c′
̄,$ = c̄,x$ +
∑
x∈Xr\X0
min(c̄,x).
When the roots of the parse forest are reached, a set of alternative costs (κi)i∈I =
((ci,ϕ)ϕ∈Φi)i∈I is available. The minimum correction cost is mini∈I(min(κi)).
This cost may correspond to several alternatives and several feature assignments.
A simple example of such an analysis is shown in figure 2. The global cost for
the sentence is 3 (“$” feature): 2 for the cost of assigning the number feature of
“mesure économique” to singular, 1 for the cost of assigning the gender feature
of “acceptés” to feminine. (Other features have been discarded for readability.)
Once a feature value assignment with minimum cost is chosen, an opposite
top-down traversal (from the roots to the leafs) enumerates actual correction
alternatives that implement this minimum cost. More alternatives can be listed
using cost for ranking. Conversely, if there are too many correction alternatives
Axiom
{[$=3]}
LHS: Axiom
{[$=3]}
RHS: S
{[$=3]}
S
{[$=1; nb: sg=2,pl=3]}
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1
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2
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1
verb
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2
sont acceptés
Fig. 2. Correction cost evaluation for “* Les mesure économique sont acceptés”
for a given cost, some may be (randomly) ignored, not to clutter the user with
too many choices.
4.2 Combinatorial Reduction and Control
Thanks to the sharing in the parse forest, the algorithm in §4.1 also shares some
computations and data structures. Still, it enumerates all parsing alternatives,
whose number can be exponential (w.r.t. to the length of the sentence) in the
worst case. It is crucial to reduce the number of combinations to consider, with-
out altering the optimum, or using heuristics. For this, we can first set minimum
and maximum bounds for a cost function cϕ (cf. example §4.1):
– min(cϕ) = minu∈Dom(ϕ)(cϕ(u)) e.g., min(cgenre) = min(0, 1) = 0
– max(cϕ) = maxu∈Dom(ϕ)(cϕ(u)) e.g., max(cgenre) = max(0, 1) = 1
Besides, the minimum and maximum bounds of a feature assignment cost are:
– min(κ) =
∑
ϕ∈Φ min(cϕ) e.g., min(κ) = min(0, 1) + min(0, 1) = 0,
– max(κ) =
∑
ϕ∈Φ max(cϕ) e.g., max(κ) = max(0, 1) + max(0, 1) = 2,
For any feature assignment α, we are sure that min(κ) ≤ κ(α) ≤ max(κ).
Last, two relations ≤∀ and ≤
min
max are defined on feature assignment costs.
≤∀ expresses an upper bound on the costs for each feature value that can be
assigned; an absent feature is treated as present with null costs. ≤minmax expresses
the fact that the maximum cost of one assignment is less than the minimum cost
of the other one. More precisely, for each κ1 = (c1,ϕ)ϕ∈Φ1 and κ2 = (c2,ϕ)ϕ∈Φ2 ,
– κ1 ≤∀ κ2 iff ∀ϕ ∈ Φ1,∀u ∈ Dom(ϕ), if ϕ ∈ Φ2 then c1,ϕ(u) ≤ c2,ϕ(u) else
c1,ϕ(u) = 0,
– κ1 ≤
min
max κ2 iff max(κ1) ≤ min(κ2).
Relation ≤∀ is a partial order and ≤
min
max is transitive. But, more importantly,
they satisfy the following property:
– if κ1 ≤∀ κ2 or κ1 ≤
min
max κ2, then for any assignment α: κ1(α) ≤ κ2(α).
In this case, if κ1 and κ2 are in the same set of alternative costs, whatever the
final choice of feature assignment may be, κ2 will always cost more than κ1.
Cost κ2 can thus be discarded from the alternatives to consider. This leads to a
combinatorial reduction.
To implement this, if E is one of the relations ≤∀, ≤
min
max, or ≤∀∪≤
min
max (i.e., the
disjunction of both relations ≤∀ and ≤
min
max), we define infE as the function that
takes a set of feature assignment costs (κi)i∈I and returns its minimal elements
with respect to E. In other words, we have:
– infE((κi)i∈I) = (κj)j∈J where J = {j ∈ I | ∀i ∈ I \ {j}, κi 6E κj}
To reduce the number of alternative costs to take into account, without affect-
ing the optimum (cf. §4.1), it is possible to replace a set of alternative feature
assignment costs (κi)i∈I by its minimal elements infE((κi)i∈I). This applies to:
– case (b): for a forest f = (ti)i∈I , we can reduce using infE the set union
((ci,j,ϕ)ϕ∈Φi,j )i∈I,j∈Ji of the alternative costs corresponding to each tree ti.
– case (c1): When we rule on features that are not propagated into the right-
hand side of ρ, we can infE-reduce the union ((c
′
i,j,ϕ)ϕ∈Φ′i,j )i∈I,j∈Ji of the
alternative costs that, on the contrary, are propagated.
– case (c2): When we construct the agreement cost (cx)x∈Xr of variables that
are in the right-hand side of a rule, we can infE-reduce it, too.
– case (c3): Finally, when we construct the feature assignment cost (c′̄,ϕ)̄∈J̄,ϕ∈Φ′0
for the left-hand side of a rule, we can also infE-reduce it.
These operations reduce the number of alternative combinations to consider
without altering the globality of the optimum.
Although they seem very efficient on the kind of sentences and grammars on
which we have experimented so far, these optimisations do not guarantee a poly-
nomial time error analysis. To prevent a combinatorial explosion, the following
heuristics may also (or alternatively) be used:
– optimistic heuristics: discard any alternative κ = (cϕ)ϕ∈Φ such that min(κ)
is above a given threshold,
– pessimistic heuristics: discard any alternative κ = (cϕ)ϕ∈Φ such that max(κ)
is above a given threshold,
– safe heuristics: set an upper bound on the size of any set of alternatives.
(In case this upper bound is set to 1, the error analysis computes a local
optimum, as opposed to a global one.)
If heuristics are used, the optimum is not global anymore, but the worst case
globlal complexity becomes polynomial in the length of the sentence. Only the
“safe heuristics” guarantees that a solution is always found.
5 Related Works
Our proposal substantially differs form approaches based on mal-rules (aka error
productions), where specific, extra rules are added to the parser to treat ill-
formed input [13]: ordinary parsing rules are used to detect ill-formed input
and mal-rules are meta-rules applying to ordinary rules to relate the structure
of ill-formed input to that of well-formed structures, possibly allowing error
recovery. With our terminology, ordinary parsing rules form a positive grammar,
and mal-rules are specific rules, written in the spirit of a negative grammar, to
specify how to relax violated constraints in parsing the positive grammar. By
contrast, in our approach, constraint relaxation is automatic, based on feature
value accommodation; the linguist does not have to write any specific rule —
although s/he has to design the positive grammar to control syntactic proximity.
Mal-rules also result in an explosion of the number of possible parses and raise
an issue regarding performance [14]. This can only partially be dealt with using a
number of extra rules, many of which are variants of existing rules, which raises
another issue regarding grammar maintenance. Although we also use context-free
rules augmented with features, we directly address performance with a parser
that does enumerate alternatives but construct a shared forest of parse trees. Our
cost evaluation also keeps under control the possible combinatorial explosion.
There are proposals to deal with ambiguities using a mal-rule scoring mech-
anism, the score being defined based on a layered view of stereotypical levels of
language ability [15]. Our approach is more compact: it consists in providing a
cost model for the plausibility of various feature assignment.
LFG parsing also has been adapted to grammar checking [16]: c-structures
are built using a rich error recovery mechanism, and f-structures construction
flags unification clashes but always succeeds. Like in our approach, specific rules
do not have to be written: constraint relaxation is automatic. Although perfor-
mance is not mentioned, this could be an issue because LFG grammaticality is
NP-complete. Moreover, adding loose error recovery and making all unifications
successful dramatically generate ambiguities, which is not mentioned either. We
deal with these issues by using context-free rules equiped with flat feature struc-
tures, which guaranties a cubic parsing. Although the expressive power may seem
poorer, it practically proves to be very flexible and powerful.
The approach in [17] is quite different: parsing amounts to eliminating im-
practical dependencies using graded constraints (akin to our costs), from an
initial state where all (exponentially many) dependencies are assumed. A single
structural interpretation which violates as few and as weak constraints as possi-
ble is picked up by solving a partial constraint satisfaction problem. Remaining
dependencies that still violate constraints trigger errors. As for our proposal,
the reported error correspond to a global optimum. The design choices regard-
ing performance are quite different though.
6 Conclusion
This paper tackles the central problem of grammar correction and, contrary to
common approaches based on negative grammars, argues in favor of a combi-
nation of both positive and negative grammars. Moreover, in order to obtain a
satisfactory grammar checker, the positive grammars have to provide global and
deep analyses supporting feature agreement. We have presented an easy and
expressive formalism to precisely do that. The use of a lattice as entry point
to our parsing allows the addition of homophones and other “similar” words.
Our Earley parser on this lattice relaxes constraints if necessary and provides a
shared forest, for which we showed how to compute the most plausible correc-
tions without losing all the combinatorial advantages of the sharing – in a single
pass, as opposed to systems such as [18]. We have laid out in greater detail this
algorithm, as well as heuristics that control potential combinatorial explosion.
The currently implemented system can, e.g., correct (a) with (b), including
the long distance agreement of “cerise” (‘cherry’) and “cueillis” (‘picked’):
Example 4.
(a) * Les enfants ont mangé ces cerise rouge qui étaient juteuses et sucrées et
qu’ils ont vu que j’avais cueillis.
The children have eaten these-〈plur〉 cherry-〈fem,sing〉 red-〈sing〉 that were-
〈plur〉 juicy-〈fem,plur〉 and sweet-〈fem,plur〉 and that they have seen that I
have picked-〈masc,plur〉.
(b) Les enfants ont mangé ces cerises rouges qui étaient juteuses et sucrées et
qu’ils ont vu que j’avais cueillies.
The children have eaten these-〈plur〉 cherry-〈fem,plur〉 red-〈plur〉 that were-
〈plur〉 juicy-〈fem,plur〉 and sweet-〈fem,plur〉 and that they have seen that I
have picked-〈fem,plur〉.
(c) * Les enfants ont mangé cette cerise rouge qui était juteuse et sucrée et qu’ils
ont vu que j’avais cueilli.
The children have eaten this-〈sing〉 cherry-〈fem,sing〉 red-〈sing〉 that was-
〈sing〉 juicy-〈fem,sing〉 and sweet-〈fem,sing〉 and that they have seen that I
have picked-〈masc,sing〉.
Only a global and deep analysis can yield this minimal correction (3 revised
features). Interestingly, Kleene star and optional terms provide shared forests
with few ambiguities. By comparison, Microsoft Office, that often seems to have
a somewhat global view of the sentence, actually makes cascading suboptimal
choices and corrects (a) into (c), which is not minimal (5 revised features), and
is even syntactically wrong as the past participle in the relative phrase is not in
agreement. LanguageTool does not pick up any errors in this sentence.
Work is in progress to write a larger grammar and test it on a corpus of
errors to assess the quality of error corrections. A crucial extension is likely
to be a support for syntactic disambiguation, or more precisely a weighting of
alternative parses. We also want to test the system more thoroughly regarding
performance and ease in writing grammars. Experiments with other languages
are planed too, as well as the integration into OpenOffice.
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